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Experiment 1: Automatic tubule nuclei detection performance
Ten (10) images (high power fields-HPFs)from the tubule training dataset were selected and their nuclei were manually detected. To evaluate the performance of the automate nuclei detector, we compute the f-score measure in the tubule nuclei detection task for each image. The F score measure is computed using the following equation:
where T P corresponds to the number of true positive nuclei, F P is the number of false positives and F N is the number of false negative nuclei. A candidate nucleus (obtained using the blueratio based nuclei candidate algorithm) is defined as true positive if it is within 10 pixels of a ground-truth nucleus. Otherwise it is counted as a false positive. Ground-truth nucleus that are farther than 10 pixels from any candidate nucleus are counted as false negatives. Results are presented in the following images. At the left we have the estimated nuclei detection for each HPF, while at the right we have the manually annotated image. Tubule nuclei are represented by a green circle. In this experiment we use the same 10 images that we use in the previous experiment. Using the automated candidates nuclei and the pathologist manual annotations, we compute the real (based on ground-truth nuclei) and estimated (based on nuclei detected by the blue-ratio transform based algorithm) tubule formation indicator for each high power field. Results are summarized in the following graph: Results show that the nuclei candidate algorithm accuracy does affect the computation of the TFI. However the tendency generally holds, and HPFs with high/low real TFI usually have high/low estimated TFI. A median absolute error (MdAE) of 4.7% was obtained for the estimated TFI when using the automated nuclei detection algorithm.
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